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W-H A Spell out a word by connecting its different 
/1 /1 letters by lines, as illustrated at the left for 
C-I T-'-H WHICH and THAT. Allowing repeated traverses 
of the connector lines. NOTION traces out the 
WHICH graph; SENSE traces out the THAT graph. Allowing dwell on 
each doubled letter, BEETLE traces out the WHICH graph: SEEKS 
traces out the THAT graph. Words can be classified by their graphs 
just as they can by their letter patterns. AREA has the same pat­
tern as THAT. ORDER and VERSE have the same pattern as WHICH. 
Each graph can be characterized by the number of connector 
lines emanating from each letter; the graph of WHICH IS (1,2,2,2)
,I 
I 	 and THAT. (2,2,2). These numbers tell us whether or not we can 
find a word for which each connector line is traversed exactly 
once. This feat is possible only if there are at most two letters 
having odd numbers of connections: if there are three or more 
such letters. at least one connection line must be traversed a 
second time. For instance, the gra ph that fully connects four dif­
ferent letters, each to three others. as in a flattened tetrahedron, 
IS denoted by (3,3.3,3): one connector line must be traversed 
twice, and the shortest word associated with such a graph is eight 
letters long (UNENDUED is the only dictionary word known). 
The number of different word graphs increases rapidly with 
the number of dIfferent letters in the word: 2 for three letters, 
6 for four letters. 21 for flYe letters. All but two of these graphs 
(the pentagon with an inscribed star, characterized by (4,4,4,4,4), 
and the flattened Egyptian pyramid, characterized by (4,3,3,3,3» 
can be traced out by minimum-length words. (No word of any length 
traces out the pentagon-star, and PREPOSSESSORS is the shortest 
word traCing out the pyramid.) All of the other word graphs are 
illustrated below. each accompanied by a type collection of mini­
mum-length words corresponding to different letter patterns. 
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managing, condoned, penitent, desirers, sciatica, 
rehashes, retorted, tarpaper, stiltish, antinial, 
stagnant, seatmate, deal able 
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3-3 disdains, gregaria, gangltal, sea sca pe, eutectic, 
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prospers, recirc1e, schistic, twisties, 
rhinaria, dastards, siltiest, intertie, 
preparate, carcerate, repropose, 
rabirubia, coniceine, unendured, 
trimerite, incidence, oinomania, 
2 3 nascences, intentive 
4 ~I 3~1 insciences 
Finally, here are samples. of non-mini mum-length words (one 
for each word length) for various graphs: 
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irist, 
'Her, 
,hes, 
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Lal, 
future, resists. helpless, preferred, corroboree, 
paramammary, assassinists 
militia, parallax, beekeeper, severeness, cassabanana, 
within. deserve, poolroom, persevere, bottomost, 
reverseless, coccidioidin, tenselessness 
before, gnawing. phosphor. sasswoods. lighttight, 
Iallapalooza, occipitootic, killeekillees 
rather, momento, cockatoo, etiquette, ingraining, 
presuppress, resuppresses, presuppresses 
decency, diggings, hillbilly, nineteenth, nonionizing, 
tooodleoodle 
sunburn, ignition. redheaded, excellence, addleheaded, 
bhutatathata, lea se lessness 
descend, recreate, bumblebee, parapraxia, notodontoid, 
barbaralalia. leglessnesses 
average, mIshmash. appellate, crisscross, repossessor 
texture, illuvial, undeluded, onionskins, engineering, 
acetoaceta te, endlessnesses 
bearable. valvaless, assistants, tattletales, acatallactic 
sighings, desuetude, streetless, mammlllaria,newslessness 
disdains, attractor, perpetrate, f1annel1eaf, 
nonintention, sleeplessness 
torturous. incipience, in senescence 
perspIres. tenostoses, dIngdonging. prepossessor, 
con senescence 
cercariae, hardheaded, unconsonous. inefficience 
inseienees, intensities 
